Editor's notes
Contributors. Andrew Brink is Professor 'of Engli'sh at McMaster and editor of The Life of the Reverend Mr. George .Tross,e. The originals of the
letters he quotes from Russell to Lady Ottol ine Morrell are at the Humanities Research Center, The University of Texas at Austin (a microfi 1m is
in the Russel I Archives). S.P. Rosenbaum's most recent book is The
Bloomsbury Group (University of Toronto Press). Constance Mal1eson's
story (see Russell 20, p. 2) is reprinted with the permission of her
copyrightholder, Phyllis Urch (who is also editor of Colette's book of
letters to Russell). John Richards is Assistant Professor of Phi losophy
at the University of Georgia. Kirk Wi 11 is is writing an Intellectual
biography of Russel I 's early years as a dissertation in History at the
University of Wisconsin. Kenneth Blackwell thanks Peter Weinrich and
John Slater for many bibliographical consultations over the years,
especially on the order of the bindings of German Social Democracy, and
for the use of books in their possession. Katharine Tait is running a
men students' club at Harvard. Her My Father Bertrand Russell wi 11 be'
reviewed in' the next Russell. Francis MeMaio is writing a dissertation
at McMaster on "An Examination of Bertrand Russell's Later Epistemology".
John Sutcl iffe is the English representative of the Bertrand Russel t
Society. His address is': 9 Naseby Ave., Higher Blackley,Manchester
M92JJ. (North American enquiries should be add,ress to the Society clo
R.D.I, Box 409, Coopersburg, PI'. 1803,6., Annual memberships are $15.00
[$5.00 for s,tudents], and they include a subscription to Russell and the
Society's Newsletter.)
"Boring old mathematician",. Robert Davis (Presiden't of the Russell
Society) has sent in an unusual entry from an unnamed bookseller's catalogue. The document offered for sale is a letter inviting Pamela Frankau
to join the Committee of 100. The letter is described as "declaring that
the time has come to incite the nation to riot (or 'civil disobedience'
to use his [Russell's] phrase) ... : a document proving to our mind that
the boring old mathematician should have stuck to his sums." I wonder
if this description aided or hindered 'the bookseller in getting his
price of £50 for the Item.
Russell medallion. The Bertrand Russell Peace Foundation is going to make
available copies of the Russell medal I ion by Christopher Ironside. More
details in the next issue of Russell.
Query. Robert Lowell recently declared that the mi litary historian J.F.
C. Fuller is "as good in his way as Bertrand Russell" (Times Literar>y
Supplement, 21 Jan. 1977). Is there anyone who has read both Fuller and
Russell and can tell me what Lowell could be thinking of?

"Russell". The 484 paying subscribers to Russell will be receiving
another double issue before the end of Apri I 1977. This may cause some
havoc in invoicing but it's all in an effort to get on schedule. If
anyone is holding off 'submitting an article for publication in Russell,
do send it in, as manuscripts are needed.
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